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Coordination and cooperation to achieve the 
GEOSS space segment: A systems approach
Developing a “cooperative blueprint” for the GEOSS space 
segment
Determining impacts on societal benefits (and gaps remaining) 
from existing & planned missions
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Atmospheric Composition Constellation
Land Surface Imaging Constellation 
Global cloud-constrained analysis: Investigate trends of surface access 
reduction due to realistic cloud interference based on historical cloud 
cover datasets. Accesses were only computed when cloud coverage was 
less than 20% (modeled after on-orbit Landsat 7 performance).
Mission Period: 12/21/05 – 12/26/05 
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 Result: Analysis coincides 
with winter mean cloud 
variations obtained from 
the International Satellite 
Cloud Climatology Project
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(ISCCP).  
Preliminary results 
suggest larger reductions 
in coverage are 
Cloudless Clouds Loss
L d t 7 42% 10% 32%
proportional to an increase 
in cloud variability.
Land Imaging Opportunities in Cloud Contour Map
Longer simulations (underway at NASA LaRC) of seasonal variations can further increase the fidelity of assessing cloud interference.
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RapidEye 59% 4% 55%
Sentinel 2 94% 15% 79%
